
Ensures exchange of correct data

Microbizz Connector is an add-on solution that
connects Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business
Central and the project and task management
system Microbizz.

The integration manages the exchange of data
between the systems, which means you can
always be sure that accounting and invoicing is
executed in accordance with time consumption,
goods and resources.

Microbizz Connector

BASIC INTEGRATION FOR CORRECT
ACCOUNTING AND INVOICING OF
RESOURCE CONSUMPTION

”The application is
valuable for the project
and task management
module. It streamlines

and optimizes the
process, from the

creation of tasks in
Microbizz to accounting

and invoicing in
Dynamics 365

Business Central.”
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Uniform and streamlined task management
Control and overview of status of ongoing tasks
Ongoing accounting of costs
Tasks are instantly ready for invoicing
Certainty that the accounting and invoicing is correct in relation to time
consumption
Documentation and quality assurance

Facility Management
Service companies
Builders, Contractors, Tradesmen

Get an overview of your tasks knowing that accounting and invoicing is correct
Synchronization with the task management module ensures uniform handling of projects
and tasks in connection with the registration of time consumed, goods and resources for
a specific task. Everything you register in Microbizz is registered in 365 Business Central
in the same way.

Key benefits of Microbizz Connector

Efficient task management with complete control
Microbizz Connector ensures you get fast and efficient task management. An overview
and a streamlined process will save you time and money.
 
You only need to create a task once, which means no more re-entering of data as the task
progresses. Data is synchronized automatically between the systems, and you have
certainty that what is registered as consumption, e.g. goods, time and resources, is
actually what is invoiced.

With full control and an overview of tasks, invoicing can be completed quickly. Correct
data and the certainty that everything is registered and thus transferred to Business
Central, is your guarantee that invoicing is executed in accordance with actual
consumption. Fast and correct invoicing means money in the bank!

Who can use Microbizz Connector?
The solution is ideal for companies that use a task management module for registering
time, goods and resource consumption, and which need secure, correct and efficient
accounting and invoicing of the services that they have provided.
 
Companies who every day set stringent requirements for planning and flexibility:

I want to learn more
We would love to give you a demonstration and tell you more about how Microbizz
Connector streamlines and optimizes task management and ensures the correct
accounting and invoicing of resource consumption. Contact us here.

Download a free trial version of Microbizz Connector in AppSource here. 
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About ProFacto A/S - a part of AddPro Danmark A/S
We are a Certified Microsoft Dynamics Partner, a part of AddPro, and your professional sparring partner with special
solutions for Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central and Dynamics NAV. Since establishment in 2004, our focus has
been on trade, service and manufacturing companies, primarily within the technology and mechanical industrial world as
well as the pharmaceutical and Life Science segment. All companies, regardless of their area of activity, can benefit greatly
from our solutions.

”Companies that

require a reliable

overview of

outstanding debtors,

so they can

efficiently issue

reminders to

customers, will

benefit from using

Microbizz

Connector.”

Microbizz Connector

Contact Information
ProFacto A/S  I  Lyfaparken  I  Måløv Byvej 229 G, 1  I  DK-2760 Måløv
+45 31 31 07 00  I  info@profacto.dk  I  www.profacto.dk/en

https://profacto.dk/en/contact-us/
https://profacto.dk/

